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ABSTRACT 
We give a unified treatment of equivalence between some old and new generali- 
zations of the Schur complement of matrices. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X be a finite dimensional real or complex vector space with inner 
product (. , ’ ). Let A : X ---) X be a linear operator. Given a subspace S c X, 
we may write 
a= 
where All:S+S, A12:SA +S, Azl:S+S’,and Az:S’ +S’. Here S’ 
denotes the orthogonal complement of the subspace S. 
If the operator A, is invertible, then the Schur complement of A to the 
subspace S is defined by 
S(A) = A,, - A,,A,‘A,,; 
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see [22, 231. The Schur complement has proved useful in a wide variety of 
contexts; see for example [7, 10, 18, 19, 241. 
In order to maintain compatibility amongst the various definitions below, 
we extend the Schur complement to X by defining it to be zero on S I: 
S(A) = A,, - A,,A&rA,, 0 
0 1 0 . 
An operator A : X + X is termed positive, written A > 0, if A = A* and 
(Ax, x) > 0 for all z E X. If A is a linear operator, range A and ker A denote 
its range and null space respectively. 
The following, which may be found in [2], is an elementary exercise in 
linear algebra. 
LEMMA 1. Let A 2 0. given a subspace S, partition A as before: 
All Al2 
A=A A. 
[ 1 21 22 
Then rangeA,, c rangeA, and kerA, 5 kerA,,. 
Given an operator A : X + Y, the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse A’ is the 
unique operator from Y to X such that 
i 
the unique x E (kerA) * 
A’y = withAx=y if y E rangeA, 
0 if yE(rangeA)l. 
A class of generalized Schur complements not considered here are those 
based on new partial orders such as the “minus” partial order. For a survey 
of these generalized Schur complements, see [S]. We also do not consider 
generalizations for pairs of subspaces; see for example the shorted operator of 
Mitra et al. [17]. 
2. SIX GENERALIZED SCHUR COMPLEMENTS 
In this section we define six generalized Schur complements. Some of the 
definitions require hypotheses on the operator A, and some require a bit of 
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proof to show that they are well defined. In all cases A : X -+ X is a linear 
operator, partitioned with respect to a given subspace S c X: 
All Al2 
A= A 
[ 1 21 A22 - 
GENERALIZATION I (Albert [l]; Carlson, Haynsworth, and Markham [9]). 
Define 
S,(A) = [ 
All - 4242A21 0 
0 1 0 . 
For the following let Ps I denote the orthogonal projection onto S I. 
GENERALIZATION II (Ando [5]). Suppose that there are matrices M, and 
M, such that 
P,.M,=M,, M,P,l = M,, (1) 
P,.AM, = PslA, and M,APsL = AP,, . (4 
Then we define 
S,,(A) = A - AM,. 
This definition is independent of the choices of M, and M,. We have 
interchanged S and S ’ in Ando’s original definition to maintain notational 
consistency with the other definitions. 
For the following definition we define a partial order on operators. Let us 
write A > B if A - B is positive. 
GENERALIZATION III (Krein [15]; Anderson [2]; Anderson and Trapp [4]). 
Suppose A 2 0. Set 
A(A,S)= {X>O:X<A,rangeXcS}. 
Then define 
S,,,(A) = supA(A, S). 
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The proof of the existence of Sm(A) may be found in the above-cited 
references. 
The following definition comes from solving a linear system that arises in 
electrical circuit theory. See for example Anderson [2] and Anderson, Morley, 
and Trapp [3]. If c E S, y E S I, we write 
[ 1 ; in conformity with the 
partition of A. If c E S, note that we may write both AC and A E 
[ 1 for the 
image of c under A. 
GENERALIZATION IV. Suppose range A,, L range A 22 and ker A 22 L 
kerA,,. For each 
[ 1 i E X (c E S, y E S L ) find an x E S ’ that solves 
A,,c + A,x = 0, and define 
We will show below that the range and kernel conditions of Generaliza- 
tion IV guarantee that any x E S ’ that solves A,,c + A,x = 0 yields the 
same A z . [ I 
Our penultimate definition is an abstraction of a formula due to Fillmore 
and Williams [13] and Anderson and Trapp [4] for the shorted operator of a 
positive operator in infinite dimensions. According to [13] and [4] 
S(A)= 
A,,-C*C 0 
1 
o o ) 
where C is formally the operator A1L2’A2,. We abstract this as 
GENERALIZATION V. If there exist operators X, Y, C, and D with 
and with ker X G ker C and range D c range Y, then we set 
%(A)= 
All-CD 0 
1 
o o * 
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This definition is independent of the choices of X, Y, C, D. 
For our last definition, we present a geometric version of Generalization 
IV. 
GENERALIZATION VI. Suppose for each c E S the set 
is a singleton. Then define 
to be this element. 
First some general comments about the above six definitions of generali- 
zations of the Schur complement. Clearly generalization I, since it has no side 
conditions, exists for any square matrix. However, Generalization I does not 
satisfy the Haynsworth quotient formula; see [5]. Generalization III, which is 
known as the shorted operator, can be shown (see [4]) to exist for any positive 
self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space. A modification of Generalization IV 
also works in infinite dimensions; see [6]. 
When we say that two generalizations are equivalent, we mean that the 
stated side conditions for each generalization imply those for the other 
generalization, and that the generalized Schur complements determined are 
equal. The results of this paper can be summarized as: 
THEOREM. Cknmalizations II, IV, V, and VI are equivalent. Zf A is 
positive, then SII,(A) = S,(A) fm i = III,. . . ,VI. In any case if S,(A) exists 
for i = &III,..., or VI, then S,(A) = S,(A). 
In what follows, we prove the above in a sequence of propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Generalizations IV and VI are equivalent. 
Proof. Assume that range A,, L range A, and ker A, c ker A,,. Con- 
sider the set 
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If the intersection of this set with S is to be nonempty then we need an 
x=s* such that 
A[;] ES. 
But 
c Al I=[ Auc + A,,x x 1 A,,c+A,r ’ 
and range A,, c ranged= means there exists an r ES A with A,x = 
A,,( - c) or A,,c + A,x = 0. Moreover, if + also satisfies A,,c + A,z = 0, 
then A&x - z) = 0, so x - z E kerA,, and by our hypothesis x - z E ker 
A,,. Thus, A,,x = A,,z and so A,,c + A,,x = A,,c + A,,z. This shows that 
is a singleton and also that 
SIV@)[ ;] =%,(A)[ ;I. 
Conversely, the fact that the intersection is nonempty shows that range A,, c 
range A,, while the fact that the intersection is a singleton shows that 
kerA, L kerA,,. n 
PROPOSITION 2. Zf the hypotheses of Generalization IV are satisfied, 
then S,,(A) = S,(A). 
Proof. Given 
I’ 
L let x = Af,,A,,( - c). Then A,,c + As,x = A,$ + 
A, A’,A,i( - c), ut A,A’, is the projection onto rangeAzz, and since 
rangeA,, c rangeA= by our hypothesis, we see that A\,A,,A,, = A,,. 
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Thus, A,,c + A,r = 0, and so 
wN[;]=A[~] = [ o AllC + 42A’22A21( - c> ] 
=%(A)[;]. 
The following proposition may be found (more or less) in [5]. 
PROPOSITION 3. Generalizations IV and II are equivalent. 
Proof. Assume the hypotheses of Generalization IV hold. Recall that this 
implies A,A’,A,, = A,,.-Now define 
and 
Then 
AM, = A12Af22A21 Al2 
A 21 A 22 
and 
j,,f A = A12A+22A2, Al2 
I 
A 21 A ’ 22 I 
The (1,2) entry of M,A is actually A,2A+.,2A22, but A’,A, is the projection 
onto (ker A 22) I, which by our hypothesis contains (ker A,,) * , and so 
Al,A+22A22 = Al,. 
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From these calculations, one sees that the conditions of Generalization II 
are satisfied and that 
S,,(A)=&AM,= AU-A;A+22A2, ; I 
By Proposition 2, we have S,,(A) = S,,(A). Conversely, suppose that the 
conditions of Generalization II are satisfied. If we show that the proper range 
and kernel containments are satisfied, we will be done, by the first half of this 
proof. Now the conditions (1) of Generalization II imply that M, and M, 
have the following forms: 
Then the conditions (2) imply A,B, = As,, A&, = A,, B,A, = A,,, and 
C,A, = A,. The first and third of these equations obviously give us the 
conditions of Generalization IV, and hence we are done. W 
The following proposition may be found in [2]. 
PROPOSITION 4. If A is a positive matrix, then S,,,(A) = S,,(A). 
Proof. First note that A positive implies that ker A, c ker A,, and 
hence (kerA,s)l = rangeATs z rangeA& = (kerA,) I. Since AT, = A,, and 
A*, = A,, we see that the hypotheses of Generalization IV are met. Now, 
since S,,(A) = S,,(A), we see that range S,,(A) c S. Let 
[ 1 ii be arbitrary, 
and define z = y + A’,A,,c. Then 
This shows S,,(A) d A, and moreover, since for each c we can choose y so 
as to make z = 0, we must have S,,(A) >, 0. Thus S,,(A) E M(A, S). Now 
suppose B E d(A, S). Then since range B c S, and B is positive, B must 
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have the form 
ThUS 
Therefore B < S,(A) and S,v( A) is maximal in M( A, S). 
PROPOSITION 5. Generalizations IV and V are equivalent. 
ProoJ First assume that the conditions of Generalization V are satisfied. 
Then since As1 = XD, A, = XY, and A,, = CY, we see that kerX c ker C 
implies ker A, c ker A,,, and range D c range Y implies range A,, c 
range A,. Thus the conditions of Generalization IV are satisfied. We need 
only show now that S,(A) = S,(A). For this purpose choose c E S, y E S ‘-. 
ThenthereisaxESLandazESwith 
Moreover 
MA)[ ;] = [;I. 
It now follows that A,,c + A,x = 0, or X( DC + Yx) = 0. Since ker X c ker C, 
we have C( DC + Yx) = 0 or A,,x = - CDc. Now 
S,,cA)[;] = [;] = [A1lc+OA1zy] 
= (A,,-CDb _ 
0 
] -SJA$]. 
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Conversely, suppose the conditions of Generalization IV are satisfied. Let 
X be the projection onto the range of A,, and let Y be A,. Since 
range A 21 c range A 22, if we let D be A,,, we have A, = XY and A,, = XD 
with range D c rangeY. Now by an elementary argument of linear algebra 
ker A, c ker A 12 implies the existence of an operator C such that A 12 = CA 22 
or A,, = CY with ker Y c ker C. (For the infinite dimensional version of this 
see [ll].) Since we now have a proper decomposition, the first half of the 
proof shows 
In summary, Generalizations II, IV, V, and VI are equivalent. If A is 
positive, then S,,,(A) = Si( A) for i = I, II,. . . ,VI. In any case, if Si exists for 
i = II,III,..., or VI, then S,(A) = S,(A). 
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